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Environmental Assessment for 4 Meteorological Towers 

to be located in 

Brighton, Ferdinand and Newark, Vermont 
 

 

I. Introduction 
 

 

Arrowwood Environmental, LLC was retained by Seneca Mountain Wind LLC to perform 

an environmental assessment of four meteorological (MET) tower locations, which will 

help investigate the potential for wind farm development on lands at or near the MET 

tower locations.  This summary report outlines our findings related to environmental 

criteria incorporated by the Public Service Board into the review of MET towers, 

including: streams and headwaters, outstanding resource waters, shorelines, floodways, 

wetlands, necessary wildlife habitat, and rare species.  

 

The total new clearing area proposed for the erection of the MET towers is approximately 

1.3 acres in total, and is shaped in such a way as to minimize the clearing necessary.  

Trees within this cleared area will be felled and, if marketable, removed.  Brush and un-

marketable trees will be left in place.  Minimal earth disturbance is required at each site 

for the installation of either anchor configuration (that is, three or four guy anchor 

locations depending on tower design). The proposed towers have been sited to avoid 

environmental resources such as streams, wetlands, necessary wildlife habitat and rare 

species. 

 

 

II. Summary of Criteria  

 
The following Criteria are addressed separately for each of the four proposed MET 

towers.  The results of the inventory are included in Sections IV, V, VI and VII. 

 

Criterion 1(A): Headwaters [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(A)] 

Criterion 1(D): Floodways [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(D)] 

Criterion 1(E): Streams [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(E)] 
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Criterion 1(F): Shorelines [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(F)] 

Criterion 1(G): Wetlands [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(G)] 

Criterion 8: Rare or Irreplaceable Natural Areas [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(8)] 

Criterion 8(A): Wildlife Habitat and Endangered Species [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 

(a)(8)(A)] 

 

The following table provides a summary of the resource criteria in relation to each of the 

four proposed MET tower sites.   

 

Table 1.  Assessment Summary--Proposed MET Locations and Potential Impacts to 

Environmental Resources 
 

Proposed 

MET 

Location 

Site of 

Prior 

MET 

Tower ? 

Extent of 

new 

clearing 

(acres) 

Resources within 

Footprint of MET 

Site 

Distance from 

MET Site to Off-

Site Resources 

Potential Impacts 

to Resource 

Brighton Yes None Headwater area
1
 

(no surface water 

bodies) 

1 Wetland (likely 

Class III; 0.11 

acres) 

Streams: 140’ away 

 

None-no clearing 

or site work within 

wetland or off-site 

resources 

Bull Mt. No 0.1  Headwater area (no 

surface water 

bodies) 

1 Wetland (likely 

Class III; 0.06 

acres) 

 

Streams: 50’ away 

Bear scarred beech: 

170’ away 

None-no clearing 

or site work within 

wetland or off-site 

resources 

Seneca Mt. Yes None Headwater area (no 

surface water 

bodies) 

 

Streams: >300' 

away 

 

None-no clearing 

or site work within 

off-site resources 

Hawk 

Rock  

No 0.9 or 1.2 

(depending 

on tower 

type used)  

Headwater area (no 

surface water 

bodies) 

 

Streams: >300’ 

away 

Potential deer 

wintering area: 

130’away 

Bear scarred beech: 

100’ away 

Ledge habitat: 700’ 

away 

None-no clearing 

or site work within 

off-site resources 

1
 By statute, a “headwater” is defined as areas with steep or shallow soils, with drainage basins 20 

square miles or less, or areas above 1500’ in elevation.  
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III. Regional Ecologic Summary 

 
 

The site is located in the towns of Brighton, Ferdinand and Newark, in Essex and 

Caledonia Counties.  Ecologically, this area is within the Northeastern Highlands 

biophysical region of the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont.  From a geologic perspective, 

the Northeastern Highlands of Vermont are similar to the White Mountains in New 

Hampshire, with a dominant bedrock type of granite. The Northeastern Highlands are 

noticeably higher than the adjacent biophysical region of the Vermont Piedmont due to the 

granitic mountains that have resisted erosion.  Notable summits in this area range in 

elevation from 850’ above sea level in the Connecticut Valley to 3,448’ on East Mountain 

in East Haven.  The Northeastern Highlands include portions of two major watersheds 

(Connecticut River and Lake Memphremagog), with most of the streams and rivers in the 

region flowing to the Connecticut River. Due to the cold temperatures and short growing 

season, many of the forests and wetlands in the Northeastern Highlands have a boreal 

character.  Spruce-fir forests cover an extensive area of the landscape in the large lowland 

basins of the region, with hardwood forests occurring throughout the region at lower 

elevations and on sites with better drainage. (Thompson and Sorenson, 2000)  

 

 

IV. Brighton MET Site 
 

 

The proposed MET tower location in Brighton is located at the site of a previously 

existing and permitted MET tower (Arrowwood Environmental, 2004).  The location is 

on an un-named summit in between Head-of-the-Pond Road and Vermont Rte 114.  The 

site is located at approximately 2400' in elevation.  The bedrock geology of the site is 

mapped as Gile Mountain formation mica schists, phyllites, micaceous quartzes and 

impure limestones. (Centennial Geologic Map of Vermont, 1961)  The soils are mapped 

as Tunbridge-Dixfield-Wilmington complex (NRCS Essex County Soil Survey), which 

are very stony sandy loams.   
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The vegetation is best characterized as a Red Spruce-Northern Hardwood Forest.  As part 

of the existing forest management plan (Slayton Forestry, 2008), logging activities are 

ongoing and the site is part of a larger stand which received a shelter-wood cut in the late 

1990s.  Many parts of this stand are open and early successional.  The mixed canopy 

consists of scattered red spruce (Picea rubens), American beech (Fagus grandifolia), 

sugar maple (Acer saccharum) and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) and others.  

Canopy cover is fairly sparse, comprising approximately 20% cover due to forest 

management activities.  Canopy species can be found in the shrub layers as regeneration 

of the forest stand.  Dense hobblebush (Viburnum lantanoides) and brambles (Rubus 

spp.) are also present throughout the area.  The herbaceous layer is fairly sparse for the 

type, mainly because it is shaded out by the dense shrub layers.  Wood ferns (Dryopteris 

spp.), woodlily (Clintonia borealis), and common wood-sorrel (Oxalis acetosella) are 

common herbs in this forest.  

 

This proposed MET tower location will utilize the existing clearing, access road, tower 

base and anchor bolt locations from the pre-existing MET Tower.  No new clearing or 

disturbance will be required for the proposed structure. 

 

Criterion 1(A): Headwaters [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(A)] 

 

Being located over 1500’ in elevation; the proposed MET tower location in Brighton is 

located within a headwaters area.  Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the 

vicinity of the proposed MET tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing 

limits of the proposed site.  The closest mapped stream is approximately 140’ southwest 

of the clearing limit.  There are no new proposed impervious surfaces or earth 

disturbance.  We therefore conclude that the project as proposed will not impact 

headwaters.   
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Criterion 1(D): Floodways [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(D)] 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located within a 100-year flood boundary.  

The nearest Flood Hazard zone is Island Pond, approximately 2.25 miles to the north of 

the site. The project will therefore have no impact on floodways. 

Criterion 1(E): Streams [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(E)] 

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing limits of the proposed site.    

The closest mapped stream is approximately 140’ southwest of the clearing limit.  Given 

this distance, and that no new clearing is required the project as proposed will have no 

impact on streams.   

Criterion 1(F): Shorelines [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(F)] 

 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located on or adjacent to a shoreline.  The 

nearest shoreline is Island Pond, approximately 2.35 miles to the north of the site. The 

project will therefore not impact shorelines. 

 

Criterion 1(G): Wetlands [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(G)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental identified, delineated and mapped wetlands in the vicinity of 

the proposed MET tower.  One wetland was located within the existing cleared area of 

this site.  This 0.11 acre wetland is best characterized as a Shallow Emergent Marsh 

wetland natural community.  The vegetation is dominated by wool-grass (Scirpus 

cyperinus), sedge (Carex cf annectens), and red raspberry (Rubus idaeus).  The soils have 

a depleted matrix and meet the criteria for Indicator F3: Depleted Matrix in the Corps 

Manual.  This wetland appears to be hydrologically isolated, there are no inlets or outlets. 

Due to its small size and hydrologic isolation, this wetland is likely to be considered a 

Class III wetland by the Vt. Agency of Natural Resources under the current Vermont 

Wetland Rules.    
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Wetland #102 (9/12/2011) 

 

This wetland will be clearly flagged prior to installation activities. Existing anchor 

locations will be reused from the prior tower installation with no new earth work required 

in the delineated wetland boundary.  Given the lack of new clearing needed and 

avoidance of any impact to this wetland from installation of the proposed MET tower, the 

proposed project will cause no undue, adverse impacts to the wetland. 

 

Outstanding Resource Waters 

There are no Outstanding Resource Waters in the Project area. 

 

 

Criterion 8: Rare or Irreplaceable Natural Areas [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(8)] 

 

The natural community surrounding the proposed MET site is a Red Spruce-Northern 

Hardwood Forest.  This community type is ranked as an S4 community in the state.  The 

S4 ranking indicates that the type is "widespread in the state" (Thompson and Sorenson, 

2000) and thus would not likely be considered a rare and irreplaceable natural area. Since 

no new clearing will be required for the installation of the proposed MET tower, the 

project will not cause impacts to this natural community. 

 

Criterion 8(A): Wildlife Habitat and Endangered Species [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 

(a)(8)(A)] 
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Wildlife Habitat 

 

The natural community forest type surrounding the proposed MET site is a Red Spruce-

Northern Hardwood Forest.  Canopy cover is fairly sparse, comprising approximately 

20% cover due to forest management activities. 

 

The lack of an overhead forest canopy limits the value of this site for over-wintering 

habitat for moose or white-tailed deer.  There is some hardwood browsing by moose at 

the site. However there is no evidence of over-wintering moose or deer in the vicinity of 

this proposed site.  

 

The Brighton site is too low in elevation, ~2400’, for Bicknell’s Thrush breeding habitat 

and none is present.  

 

During the growing season black bear likely utilize the berry resource found within and 

around the existing clearing here but there are no critical resources such as beech stands 

in the vicinity of the site. 

 

There is no necessary wildlife habitat at or in the vicinity of the proposed Brighton MET 

tower site. The project will therefore not impact necessary wildlife habitat. 

 

Endangered Species 

 

There are no known rare, threatened or endangered (RTE) species mapped by the 

Vermont Nongame and Natural Heritage Project at the proposed site. Given the natural 

community, elevation and geology present, it is not likely that any rare plants exist on the 

site.   
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V. Bull Mountain MET Site 
 

 

The Bull Mountain MET tower site is located in the southern corner of the town of 

Brighton in a saddle northwest of the Bull Mountain summit (see attached map).  The site 

is located at approximately 2160’ in elevation.  The bedrock geology of the site is 

mapped as Gile Mountain formation mica schists, phyllites, micaceous quartzes and 

impure limestones. (Centennial Geologic Map of Vermont, 1961).  The soils for the 

majority of the site are mapped as a Tunbridge-Colonel-Cabot complex.  These are stony 

soils composed of fine sandy loams and silt loams.  The soil is well drained (in the case 

of Tunbridge and Colonel) and somewhat poorly drained (in the case of Cabot) (NRCS 

Essex County Soil Survey).   

 

The proposed site is located at an intersection of two existing access roads and a log 

landing for forest management related activities and as a result is currently mostly un-

vegetated.  Only approximately 0.1 acres will need to be newly cleared for the installation 

of this MET tower.  This clearing will occur on the edges of the existing road clearing in 

a Northern Hardwood Forest.  The forest at this location consists of young, pole-sized 

hardwood regeneration.  Common species include sugar maple (Acer saccharum), yellow 

birch (Betula alleghaniensis), paper birch (Betula papyrifera), and American beech 

(Fagus grandifolia). 

 

Criterion 1(A): Headwaters [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(A)] 

 

The proposed MET tower location on Bull Mountain is located within a headwaters area.  

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  During that inventory AE characterized and mapped a small intermittent 

stream occurring approximately 50' east of the MET tower base.  As it flows north, this 

small drainage becomes a ditch on the eastern side of the access road where it enters the 

existing clearing.  Since no new clearing will occur along the banks of this drainage, no 

new impervious surfaces are proposed and new earth disturbance will be insignificant, 

the project will not cause undue, adverse impacts to headwaters. 
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Criterion 1(D): Floodways [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(D)] 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located within a 100-year flood boundary.  

The nearest Flood Hazard boundary is the East Branch of the Passumpsic River, 

approximately 1.4 miles to the southwest of the site. The project will therefore not impact 

floodways. 

Criterion 1(E): Streams [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(E)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  During that inventory AE characterized and mapped a small intermittent 

stream occurring approximately 50' east of the MET tower base.  As it flows north, this 

small drainage becomes a ditch on the eastern side of the access road where it enters the 

existing road clearing.  Since no new clearing will occur along the banks of this drainage, 

the project will not cause impacts to the stream. 

 

Criterion 1(F): Shorelines [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(F)] 

 

 The site of the proposed MET tower is not located on or adjacent to a shoreline.  The 

nearest shoreline is Center Pond, approximately 3.3 miles to the southwest of the site in 

Newark, Vermont. The project will therefore not impact shorelines. 
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Criterion 1(G): Wetlands [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(G)] 

 

 
Wetland #102 (8/30/2011) 

 

Arrowwood Environmental identified, delineated and mapped wetlands in the vicinity of 

the proposed MET tower.  One small wetland was located within the existing cleared area 

that is within the proposed project boundary.  This 0.06 acre wetland appears to have 

been inadvertently created during extraction of gravel from the site and is likely 

considered a Class III wetland by the Vt Agency of Natural Resources under the current 

Vermont Wetland Rules.  A slight concave microtopography combined with dense 

compaction has resulted in the ponding of water and establishment of hydric vegetation.  

The vegetation consists of wool-grass (Scirpus cyperinus), rush (Juncus cf effusus), 

rough-stemmed goldenrod (Solidago rugosa) and mixed sedges (Carex spp.).  The 

ponding of the water has created a soil which fits the hydric soil Criteria A11: Depleted 

Below Dark Surface in the Corps Manual. 

 

The boundaries of this wetland will be clearly flagged prior to installation activities. 

Since this is an herbaceous dominated wetland which is located within an existing 

clearing, no new clearing will need to be conducted within the wetland boundary.  In 

addition, anchor bolts and tower base will be placed outside of the wetland boundary.  

Installation of the MET tower will therefore not result in undue, adverse impacts to this 

wetland.  
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Outstanding Resource Waters 

 

There are no Outstanding Resource Waters in the Project area. 

 

Criterion 8: Rare or Irreplaceable Natural Areas [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(8)] 

 

Most of the Bull Mountain MET site is currently an un-vegetated road clearing.  A small 

amount (0.1 acres) of the surrounding forest will need to be cleared for the installation of 

this tower.  This forested community is a Northern Hardwood Forest, which is an S5 

ranked community in the state.  S5-ranked communities are considered to be “common 

and widespread” in the state (Thompson and Sorenson, 2000) and thus would not likely 

be considered a rare and irreplaceable natural area.  In any event, the small amount of 

clearing associated with this MET tower will not result in an undue, adverse impact to 

this common natural community. 

 

Criterion 8(A): Wildlife Habitat and Endangered Species [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 

(a)(8)(A)] 

 

Wildlife Habitat 

 

There are no necessary wildlife habitats located within the existing clearing or in areas 

proposed for clearing.   

 

A section of the Bull Mountain beech stand extends from the summit of Little Bull to the 

northwest towards this proposed site.  See attached map. The westernmost outer edge of 

this beech stand is approximately 170’ south of the limits of clearing necessary for the 

construction of the MET tower at this location. The easternmost edge of the proposed 

clearing is a very small wedge shaped area consisting of young regenerating (small 

diameter) hardwood forest. 
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The forest area to be cleared contains no bear scarred beech trees and very few, scattered 

larger trees. The western end of the Bull Mountain beech stand is heavily cut with a 

relatively low density of bear scarred beech. The actual tower base will be located 

approximately 350’ to the north of the beech stand boundary. 

 

The applicant has informed AE that the MET tower will be constructed during months 

outside of the fall beechnut season. The towers will be solar-powered and will be very 

quiet-producing virtually no noise. For these reasons, the installation and operation of the 

MET towers will have no undue adverse impact on any necessary wildlife habitat within 

the Bull Mountain beech stand.  

 

Endangered Species 

 

There are no known rare, threatened or endangered (RTE) species mapped by the 

Vermont Nongame and Natural Heritage Project at the proposed site. Given the disturbed 

nature of the site, it is not likely that any rare plants exist within the proposed clearing.   

 

 

VI. Seneca Mountain MET Site 
 

 

The proposed Seneca MET tower is located at the site of a previously existing and 

permitted MET tower (Arrowwood Environmental, 2004).  This proposed site is located 

in the town of Ferdinand on the northwestern spur of Seneca Mountain at 3000’ in 

elevation. The bedrock geology of the site is mapped as Gile Mountain formation mica 

schists, phyllites, micaceous quartzes and impure limestones. (Centennial Geologic Map 

of Vermont, 1961).  The soils are mapped as very rocky Tunbridge-Lyman complex fine 

sandy loams (NRCS Essex County Soil Survey).    

 

The current proposed MET tower will utilize the existing clearing, access road, tower 

base and anchor locations of the pre-exiting MET tower.  No new clearing or disturbance 

will be required for the proposed structure. 
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The vegetation in the forest surrounding the existing clearing consists of a Montane 

Yellow Birch-Red Spruce Forest.  The canopy consists of a mixture of red spruce (Picea 

rubens), balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis).  An 

understory of canopy species, hobblebush (Viburnum lantanoides), and mountain wood 

fern (Dryopteris campyloptera) is abundant.  Rock outcroppings are frequent and soils 

tend to be fairly shallow.   

 

Criterion 1(A): Headwaters [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(A)] 

 

The proposed MET tower location on Seneca Mountain is located within a headwaters 

area.  Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed 

MET tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing limits of the proposed 

site and no streams were found within 300' of the clearing limit.  Given this distance and 

lack of new clearing needed, the proposed project will not impact headwaters. 

 

Criterion 1(D): Floodways [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(D)] 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located within a 100-year flood zone.  The 

nearest Flood Hazard zone is the East Branch of the Passumpsic River, approximately 3.1 

miles to the west of the site. The project will therefore not impact floodways. 

Criterion 1(E): Streams [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(E)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing limits or 300’ of the proposed 

site.  Given this distance and the lack of new clearing needed, the proposed project will 

not impact streams. 
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Criterion 1(F): Shorelines [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(F)] 

 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located on or adjacent to a shoreline.  The 

nearest shoreline is Center Pond, approximately 5.3 miles west of the site in Newark, 

Vermont. The project will therefore not impact shorelines. 

 

Criterion 1(G): Wetlands [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(G)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental identified, delineated and mapped wetlands in the vicinity of 

the proposed MET tower.  No wetlands are located within or directly adjacent to the 

clearing limits of this MET tower location.  The project will therefore not impact 

wetlands.  

 

Outstanding Resource Waters 

 

There are no Outstanding Resources in the Project area. 

 

Criterion 8: Rare or Irreplaceable Natural Areas [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(8)] 

 

 

The natural community surrounding the proposed MET site is a Montane Yellow Birch-

Red Spruce Forest.  This community type is ranked as an S3 community in the state.  The 

S3 ranking indicates that high quality types are "uncommon but not rare in the state" 

(Thompson and Sorenson, 2000) and thus would not likely be considered a rare and 

irreplaceable natural area.  In any event, since the MET tower at this site is located within 

the footprint of a pre-existing MET tower, no new clearing will be required for the 

installation of the proposed MET tower and therefore the installation of this MET tower 

will not result in an undue, adverse impact to this natural community. 

 

Criterion 8(A): Wildlife Habitat and Endangered Species [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 

(a)(8)(A)] 
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Wildlife Habitat 

 

The proposed Seneca Mountain MET tower site is a relatively high elevation site located 

in a pre-existing cleared area.  The site elevation is approximately 3000’ and consists of 

heavily managed Montane Yellow Birch-Red Spruce Forest.  The forest at and around the 

site does not exhibit signs of winter use by either white-tailed deer or moose. Moose 

browse is evident on low lying shrubs in the area but there is very little coniferous cover 

overstory to provide shelter to over-wintering moose. The site is too high for winter use 

by white-tailed deer and no evidence of winter deer or moose use was observed at the 

site.   

 

The area at and immediately adjacent to the proposed site contains no young, dense 

coniferous cover and no Bicknell’s Thrush breeding habitat is present.  

 

Black bear likely utilize the berries produced by shrubs in the area but there is no critical 

wildlife habitat for bear in the vicinity of the proposed Seneca Mountain MET tower.    

 

There is no necessary wildlife habitat in the vicinity of the proposed Seneca Mountain 

MET tower site 

 

Endangered Species 

 

There are no known rare, threatened or endangered (RTE) species mapped by the 

Vermont Nongame and Natural Heritage Project at the proposed site. Given the natural 

community, elevation and geology present, it is not likely that any rare plants exist on the 

site. 

 

VII. Hawk Rock MET Site 
 

The Hawk Rock proposed MET tower is located in the town of Newark approximately 

400’ north of the summit of Hawk Rock.  The site is at 1880’ in elevation.  The bedrock 
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geology of the site is mapped as Waits River formation limestones, quartz-mica schists, 

phyllites and quartzites (Centennial Geologic Map of Vermont, 1961).  The soils are 

mapped as extremely bouldery Dixfield sandy loams (NRCS Caledonia County Soil 

Survey).   

 

The vegetation at the site consists of a young Northern Hardwood Forest.  A canopy of 

small (3" diameter) mixed hardwoods dominates the site, including sugar maple (Acer 

saccharum), pin cherry (Prunus pensylvanica), American beech (Fagus grandifolia) and 

yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis).  There is very little understory beneath the dense 

regeneration, though occasional evergreen woodfern (Dryopteris intermedia), Christmas 

fern (Polystichum acrostichoides), and shining clubmoss (Lycopodium lucidulum) are 

present. 

 

Two MET tower types are being considered for installation at the Hawk Rock site.  The 

lattice tip-up option requires roughly 0.9 acres of clearing for a 3 guy anchor layout.  The 

tubular tip-up option requires roughly 1.2 acres of clearing for a 4-guy anchor layout.  

The layout of the clearing for the proposed MET tower will depend on which tower 

configuration is employed.  Included in the clearing estimates is approximately 0.1 acres 

for a narrow 500’ long access trail to be traveled by all-terrain vehicle from the nearby 

existing truck road. 

 

Criterion 1(A): Headwaters [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(A)] 

 

The proposed MET tower location on Hawk Rock is located within a headwaters area.  

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing limits of the proposed site.  

There are no streams within 300' of the clearing limit.  Given this distance, and the 

minimal land disturbance during tower installation, the proposed project will not impact 

headwaters. 
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Criterion 1(D): Floodways [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(D)] 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located within a 100-year flood boundary.  

The nearest Flood Hazard zone is the East Branch of the Passumpsic River, 

approximately 1 mile to the east of the site. The project will therefore not impact 

floodways.  

Criterion 1(E): Streams [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(E)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental has mapped streams in the vicinity of the proposed MET 

tower site.  There are no surface waters within the clearing limits of the proposed site.  

There are no streams within 300' of the clearing limit.  Given this distance and the 

minimal land disturbance during tower installation, the project will not impact streams or 

surface waters.  

 

Criterion 1(F): Shorelines [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(F)] 

 

The site of the proposed MET tower is not located on or adjacent to a shoreline.  The 

nearest shoreline is Center Pond, approximately 1 mile west of the site in Newark, 

Vermont.  The project will therefore not impact shorelines. 

 

Criterion 1(G): Wetlands [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(1)(G)] 

 

Arrowwood Environmental identified, delineated and mapped wetlands in the vicinity of 

the proposed MET tower.  No wetlands are located within or directly adjacent to the 

clearing limits of this MET tower location.  The project will therefore not impact 

wetlands. 

 

Outstanding Resource Waters 

 

There are no Outstanding Resource Waters in the Project area. 
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Criterion 8: Rare or Irreplaceable Natural Areas [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 (a)(8)] 

 

The site of this proposed MET tower consists of a young Northern Hardwood Forest.  

This community type is an S5-ranked type in the state, which indicates that the 

community is “common and widespread” (Thompson and Sorenson, 2000) and thus 

would not likely be considered a rare and irreplaceable natural area.  In any event, given 

the small area to be cleared, the proposed MET tower will not have an undue or adverse 

impact on this large, common and widespread natural community.   

 

Criterion 8(A): Wildlife Habitat and Endangered Species [10 V.S.A. Section 6086 

(a)(8)(A)] 

 

Wildlife Habitat 

 

The Hawk Rock MET tower site is located in a stand of young regenerating hardwood 

trees. There is no necessary wildlife habitat within the clearing limits of the proposed 

Hawk Rock site.  

 

Necessary wildlife habitat in the general vicinity of the Hawk Rock site consists of 3 

types: (1) bear scarred beech; (2) a potential deer wintering area; and, (3) ledge habitat 

used occasionally in the past by nesting peregrine falcon.  

 

Bear Scarred Beech: Approximately 100’ to the east of the proposed new access trail and 

MET tower site the forest consists of older northern hardwood trees with a significant 

percentage of American beech, including some bear scarred beech trees.  The bear 

scarred beech trees are scattered but total a few dozen scarred trees including recently 

scarred bear trees. The proposed limits of clearing go up to the boundary between the 

young forest stand with no bear scarred beech and the older northern hardwood forest 

with a beech component.  No bear scarred beech trees will be removed for the 

construction of the proposed tower. 
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Construction will occur outside of the fall feeding months when the mature beech to the 

east of the proposed trail might be utilized by black bear.  The proposed MET towers are 

largely silent and the construction and operation of this MET tower will have no adverse 

impact upon bear use of the beech resource. Meteorological data from the towers will be 

transmitted digitally and actual visits to the tower sites by personnel will be minimal. For 

these reasons, the proposed MET tower installation will have no undue adverse impact on 

the bear scarred beech habitat.  

 

Potential Deer Wintering Area: A potential deer wintering area is located approximately 

300’ to the south of the proposed MET tower site. This deer wintering area does not 

appear in the Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife Deer Wintering Areas digital 

data (VCGI, 2011). A minor amount of clearing, 0.9 or 1.2 acres depending on the tower 

design selected, is proposed within about 130’ of the potential deer winter area. The area 

was investigated by an AE biologist in January of 2012 for use by deer.  The forest 

canopy is largely red spruce and balsam fir and canopy closure was sufficient for use by 

white-tailed deer.  The presence of older (pre-2011-2012) browsing on woody species 

was also noted. Due to the presence of snow cover, the identification and quantification 

of winter deer scat could not be completed.  As of January 2012, it is uncertain if the 

potential deer wintering area identified is actively/currently utilized by deer. 

 

Because the approximately one acre of clearing at this site will occur outside of the area 

mapped as a potential deer wintering area and because MET installation will occur during 

non-winter months, there will be no adverse impacts to the potential deer wintering 

habitat. 

 

Ledge Habitat: Hawk Rock contains extensive ledge and cliff habitat along the 

mountain’s eastern face. The top of the ledges are located approximately 700’ to the 

southeast of the proposed MET tower site.  Hawk Rock is an historic peregrine falcon 

site, with successful nesting recorded during the years 2003-2005. Monitoring for this 

species has occurred with some level of frequency for the past 26 years (1984-2010). A 

pair attempted nesting unsuccessfully in 2006 and no peregrines were observed from 
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2007-2010.  The site is currently considered unoccupied (Fowle, et al. 2010, personal 

communication with Fowle, February, 2012).      

 

Endangered Species 

 

There are no known rare, threatened or endangered (RTE) species mapped by the 

Vermont Nongame and Natural Heritage Project at the proposed site. Given the natural 

community, elevation and geology present, it is not likely that any rare plants exist on the 

site.   
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